Within the Nambu{Jona{Lasinio model strange degrees of freedom are incorporated into the soliton picture using the collective approach of Yabu and Ando. The form factors of the nucleon associated with the nonet vector current are extracted. The numerical results provide limits for the strange magnetic moment: 00:05 s 0:25. For the strange magnetic form factor of the nucleon the valence quark and vacuum contributions add coherently while there are signicant cancellations for the strange electric form factor. |||||| y Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) under contract number Re{856/2-2. z Supported by a Habilitanden scholarship of the DFG.
Introduction
A number of experiments, which have recently been completed [1] or are up{coming [2, 3] , measure parity violating asymmetries in scattering processes of polarized electrons on nuclei. Although these experiments were initiated as precision tests of the electro{weak theory they also provide access to hadronic \observables" like hNj s sjNi, which e.g. enter the matrix elements of the neutral current between nucleon states. From a theoretical point of view it is, of course, challenging to attempt predictions on these matrix elements. A rst estimate of the matrix element of the strange vector current between nucleon states was carried out in ref. [4] performing a three{pole vector meson t to dispersion relations [5] . Later on the matrix element hNj s sjNi has been studied in the Skyrme model [6] and the Skyrme model with vector mesons [7] . Also the eect of 0 ! mixing in the framework of vector meson dominance has been investigated [6] . This picture has even been combined [8] with the kaon loop calculation of ref. [3] .
These investigations are based on chirally invariant models describing the interaction between strange mesons and the nucleon. The latter is either considered as an \elementary" particle [3, 8] or as a soliton of meson congurations [6, 7] . Neither of these studies takes explicit account of the quark structure of the nucleon. In order to examine eects related to the quark structure, the Nambu{Jona{Lasinio (NJL) model [9] represents an excellent candidate. Imitating the quark avor dynamics of QCD at low energies the NJL model contains both reference to explicit quark degrees of freedom as well as the fruitful concepts of chiral symmetry and its spontaneous breaking. The model provides a fair description of the pseudoscalar and vector mesons as quark{antiquark bound states [10, 11, 12] . In addition, it contains soliton solutions [13] in the two avor subspace which may be identied as baryons a . The so{called collective approach [15, 16] allows one to incorporate strange degrees of freedom. Its application within the NJL model [17, 18] provides an appealing possibility to explore the matrix elements of the strange vector current.
Baryons in the NJL model
The Lagrangian for the NJL model with scalar and pseudoscalar degrees of freedom is dened as the sum of the free Dirac Lagrangian and a chirally invariant four quark interaction [9] L = q(i@ = 0m 0 )q + 2G 
where G denotes the eective coupling constant andm 0 is the current quark mass matrix.
Here we are interested in the case of three avors, i.e. N f = 3. By path integral bosonization the model can be converted into an eective meson theory yielding the action 
Here M = S + iP contains the scalar (S) and pseudoscalar (P) meson elds. Furthermore
is the Dirac operator. We will assume isospin symmetry, m 0 u = m 0 d =: m 0 ; however, m 0 s 6 = m 0 . In eq (2) we have indicated that the functional trace is UV divergent and has to be regularized.
a For a review see ref. [14] and references therein.
Hence one more parameter is introduced, the cut{o 3. As regularization scheme we will solely employ Schwinger's proper time prescription. This requires a Wick rotation to Euclidean space (x 0 ! 0ix 4 In order to apply the SU(3) collective description for baryons as chiral solitons we adopt the parametrization M (r; t) = R(t) (r) R y (t)hSiR(t) (r) R y (t); (5) for the (pseudo{)scalar elds [17] . The SU(3){matrix R(t) contains the collective coordinates. For simplicity, we have constrained the scalar elds to their vacuum conguration. The soliton conguration is characterized by the hedgehog ansatz for the chiral eld U (r) = 2 (r) = exp (ir 1 2(r)) : (6) The special form of the parametrization (5) guarantees that only the hedgehog rotates in the space of the collective coordinates. It is advantageous to transform to the avor rotating frame q 0 = R y (t)q, i.e. 
The static soliton enters h SB via T = P L + y P R . Furthermore the adjoint representation of the collective rotations D ab = (1=2)tr( a R b R y ) has been introduced. Then A is expanded up to quadratic order in terms of the angular velocity as well as the mass dierence m0m s . From the resulting expression the collective Lagrangian L = L(R; a ) is straightforwardly extracted [17] . Quantization is achieved by identifying the momenta conjugate to the angular velocities with the right generators of SU (3 which provides a linear relation between the generators and the velocities. The resulting collective Hamiltonian H = H(R; R a ) can be diagonalized exactly. For details we refer to the literature [16, 6, 17] . Here we only wish to mention that due to SU(3) symmetry breaking the eigenfunctions of H are distorted SU(3) D{functions.
Vector currents in the SU(3) NJL model
The vector currents J a are most easily obtained by introducing external sources b a , which couple to the quark bilinear q ( a =2)q. Then J a is the derivative of the extended action with respect to these sources a labels the generators of the avor group, including the singlet piece 0 = q 2=31I. The latter is of special importance for the computation of the strange vector current because it enters the projector onto strange degrees of freedom, diag(0; 0; 1) = 0 = p 6 0 8 = p 3. To obtain a normalization consistent with (10) of the symmetry charges the currents have to be expanded up to linear order in both h rot and h SB . Induced kaon components have to be included in a way consistent with the computation of the strange moment of inertia 2 [17] . Leaving symmetry breaking eects apart, the time independence of the charges associated with the vector current requires to consider h rot (8) (and therefore a ) as a classical quantity constant in time.
The currents gain contributions from both, the explicit occupation of the valence quark orbits and the polarized vacuum [19] . The former is obtained by a perturbation expansion for the valence quark level c 9 val , i.e. by substituting 9 = R hjh rot + h SB jvali val 0 9 = ; (13) into the expression for the vector current 9 ( a =2)9 yielding : (14) In (13) and (14) and 9 refer to the eigenvalues and eigenstates of h 2 .
The functional traces are evaluated imposing anti{periodic boundary conditions for the quark elds in a Euclidean time interval T , with the vacuum contribution obtained from (11) in the limit T ! 1. The relevant techniques may be found in refs. [19, 17] . We thus only quote the nal result for the expansion of (11) (17) with val = 0; 1 adjusted to describe a unit baryon number conguration. From eqs (14, 15) it is suggestive that the current may be cast into a sum of products of radial functions V l (r) and isospin covariant expressions involving the SU(3) collective coordinates D ab and the velocities a [7] . Upon (10) the latter are replaced by the SU(3) generators R a . This permits to compute the spin and avor parts of the matrix elements of J a between baryon eigenstates d . We may formally write [7] 
to evaluate the spatial parts of baryon matrix elements. Identifying nally the momentum transfer in the Breit frame (Q 2 = 0q 2 ) allows us to extract the electric G E and magnetic G M form factors [20] 
The nucleon mass M N = 940MeV has been introduced because G M is measured in nucleon magnetons. It should be noted that recoil corrections have been ignored. Thus (20) is only valid in the vicinity of jqj = 0. In (20) we have kept the full avor structure. E.g. the electro{magnetic form factor is given by the linear combination Expanding the action up to quadratic order in the pseudoscalar elds allows one to express the corresponding masses and decay constants in terms of the parametersm;m 0 ; G and 3. Using the pion decay constant f =93MeV and mass m = 135MeV together with the SDE in the non{strange sector determines m 0 ; G and 3 for a given value of m. Then the kaon mass m K = 495MeV and the SDE in the strange sector yield m s and m 0 s for the same value of m. The kaon decay constant f K , left as a prediction, is commonly underestimated in the NJL model [17] . In the baryon sector the mass dierences e of the low{lying 1 2 + and 3 2 + baryons are found to be on the small side [17, 18] . This can be understood as being caused by the too small spatial extension of the self{consistent soliton. Denoting the self{consistent prole, which extremizes the static energy functional E cl , by 2 s:c: (r) we consider 2 (r) = 2 s:c: (r): (21) The driving symmetry breaking term entering the collective Hamiltonian stems from A m and can easily be veried to be proportional to 03 . It should be remarked that E cl is rather insensitive to , choosing e.g. 0:7 0:8 yields an increase of only 10%. Furthermore such values for are suggested by the proper inclusion of the ! meson [22] and the corresponding mass dierences are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data f . The dependence of the magnetic moments on is displayed in table 1. The isovector part of the magnetic moment of the nucleon V = p 0 n is sensitive to the extension of the soliton conguration. For the self{consistent soliton conguration ( = 1) V is predicted to be less than half of its experimental value, 4.70. However, V increases drastically with the extension of the meson prole. On the other hand the isoscalar part ( p + n ) is quite insensitive to the extension of the soliton. Then 0:7 0:8 provides reasonable descriptions of the baryon mass dierences and the magnetic moments associated with the electro{magnetic current. Hence the results shown in table 1 suggest the prediction 0:15 S 0:2.
Recently the discussion of 1=N C corrections to V [24] came into fashion g . As these have the same dependence on the collective coordinates their incorporation is eectively equivalent to a modication ofṼ l (jqj = 0). Actually these corrections are relevant only for the radial function already present in the two avor model (V 1 in the notation of ref. [7] ). Without e For the description of the absolute values of the baryon masses quantum corrections due to meson uctuations have to be taken into account [21] .
f Considering as a variable quantity is furthermore motivated by the existence of sizable correlations between SU(3) symmetry breaking and the extension of the soliton [23] .
g Here we will not pursue the question of validity of the treatments in ref. [25] . [7] . The electric radii of the nucleon, which are given by the slopes of the associated electric form factors hr 2 i = 06@G E (Q 2 )=@Q 2 j Q 2 =0 are shown in table 2. Not surprisingly the radii increase with decreasing and the experimental data are reasonably reproduced for a somewhat larger value of the scaling variable than in the case of the magnetic moments. Within the reliability of the approach we estimate hr 2 S i 00:1::: 0 0:2fm 2 . Figure 1 exhibits that the valence quark and vacuum contributions to G E;S of the nucleon almost cancel each other leading to a total strange electric form factor which barely deviates from zero. The decomposition into G val S and G vac S refers to (17) . On the other hand G val M;S and G vac M;S add up coherently to G M;S . While G val M;S drops monotonously the vacuum part develops an extremum which is also recognized in G M;S . A non-monotonous behavior for G M;S is also known from the Skyrme model with vector meson [7] .
We have also considered the model with the imaginary part unregularized. For the self{ consistent soliton this yields a slight increase for the strange magnetic moment S 0:35 while hr 2 S i remains within the bounds given above.
Summary
Using the generalized Yabu{Ando approach to the chiral soliton of the NJL model we have investigated the matrix elements of the nonet vector current between nucleon states. These are of great interest because they provide information on the strangeness content of the nucleon. Furthermore these matrix elements enter the analysis of experiments attempting precision tests of the standard model.
To some extend the model is plagued by the too small prediction for the isovector magnetic moment, V , of the nucleon. Modications improving on this prediction cause the strange magnetic moment, S , to decrease. As a consequence the result related to the self{consistent soliton represents the upper bound. A lower bound has been obtained by (over) estimating possible 1=N C eects, yielding 00:05 S 0:25: (22) The lower bound is compatible with the corresponding prediction in the Skyrme model with vector mesons [7] . Other models give even smaller results [8] . We have furthermore observed that the valence quark contribution (i.e. short range eects) dominates S although the vacuum part adds coherently to the strange magnetic form factor. This is in contrast to the strange electric form factor which is characterized by a large cancellation between the valence quark and vacuum contributions and is approximately zero. The NJL model prediction for the slope of this form factor is 00:2fm 2 hr 2 S i 00:1fm 2 : (23) This result compares well with that of the Skyrme model [6] . As G E;S 0 it is easy to understand that small eects may modify this result. As an example we refer to the 0 ! mixing, which is neither included in the present model nor in the Skyrme model.
